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DEVELOPMENT OF A PROBABILITY EQUATION FOR WINTER-TYPE
PRECIPITATION PATTERNS IN GREAT FALLS, MONTANA

Kenneth B. Mielke
National Weather Service Forecast Office

Great Falls, Montana

ABSTRACT. Four parameters known to be reliable predic
tors of winter-type precipitation patterns (Oct-Mar) at
Great Falls, Montana, are analyzed independently and
then integrated into a probability of measurable precip
itation equation. Five hundred fifty-one (551) cases
are studied involving surface and upper-air data. The
occurrence of precipitation at Great Falls, Montana, is
strongly dependent upon the development of upslope con
ditions along'the east slopes of the Rocky Mountains in
Montana. Successive graphical regression analysis is
first used to show the strength of the four parameters
collectively. A probability equation is then developed
by a linear regression program. The derived equation
is compared with the Model Output Statistics and is
shown to have practical value as a forecast tool.

I. INTRODUCTION

\7inter-type precipitation and storms in Montana have always been a
focal point of discussion and research among the forecasters at the
Weather Service Forecast Office (WSFO) at Great Falls, }IT. Their
frequent occurrence and rapid development generated various schemes,
indices, and rules of thumb to aid the forecaster in predicting onset,
duration and intensity of these systems. This report develops another
such forecast tool.

Harding (1972) discussed in detail the ridge-trough relationships in
the Gulf of Alaska and the antecedent development of upslope/downslope
conditions along the east slopes of the Rockies in Montana. Downslope
in this region is characterized by southwesterly winds while upslope
winds have a northerly component. Basically, two index systems were
devised by Harding (1972). The first was a comparison of sea-level
pressure relationships among the lVhitecourt (ZU), Alta; Juneau (JNU),
AK; Annette (ANN), AK; Boise (BOI), ID; and Great Falls (GTF) , Mr,
stations (Figure 1). Rising or higher pressures in Alaska which
translate downstream along the lee slopes of the Canadian Rockies are
easily monitored by graphing these representative stations and such
values/gradients precede the development of upslope wind flow along the
lee slopes of the Rockies in Montana. Conversely, falling or lower
pressures at the northern-most stations are a reflection of lee trough
development east of the Canadian Rockies and eventual downslope
conditions east of the divide in Montana. The intensification or

(~ movement of a low-pressure system into the Culf of Alaska is usually a



prerequisite for this situation. Analysis by Harding (1972) of several
case histories based on these surface-pressure relationships yielded a
timing scheme for Arctic and Pacific Northern* fronts in Montana.

The second index system employs upper-air data, specifically,
latitudinal crossing (in degrees) of the GTF SOO-mb contour through the
120oW, 130oW, and l4SoW longitude meridians (Figure 1). This index
becomes positive (for measurable precipitation) if the value of the
latitudinal crossings at 1300 W and/or 14SoW are greater than the
1200 W contour crossing value. Increasingly higher values of contour
crossings at the 1300 W and 14SoW meridians indicate upper-ridge
development over the Gulf of Alaska. This situation normally leads to
the filling of the lee side trough and possible upslope development in
Montana. In some ways, this index system could be compared with the
SOO-mb map-type system (Augulis 1970).

The absolute values, gradients and interaction of these indices are
used to determine the· onset and intensity of upslope/downslope
situations along the east slopes of the Rockies in Montana; the key to
winter-type precipitation forecasts. As shown convincingly by Harding
(1972), less than 10% of measurable precipitation at GTF occurs during
downslope conditions. Often, one index will remain negative while the
other index becomes positive_ For example, a positive upper-air index
(short-wave trough approaching) may exist, yet the current surface index
(and its prognosis) indicates downslope along the lee slopes of the
Rockies. While precipitation may develop west of the divide in Montana,
it could become quite spotty or never develop along the east slopes of
the Rockies if sufficient downslope winds persist. The purpose of this
study is to combine these parameters in an effort to develop a
probability equation for winter-type precipitation in Great Falls.

II. DATA

Data were obtained from index graphs stored at the GTF WSFO for the
6-month period October-March from 1974 through December 1976. Surface
pressure graphs are normally plotted at 3-hour intervals while the
SOO-mb data are plotted at l2-hour intervals. Twelve-hour precipitation
amounts are plotted on these graphs also. Graphical index values were
extracted which resulted in SSI case histories involving 9S measurable
precipitation events.

*A Pacific Northern front, as defined by the Great Falls fore
casters, is one in which the winds shift to the northwest after
passage, glvlng 3 to 12 hours of upslope conditions. Its air mass
is typically cool and unstable, originating from the Gulf of Alaska.
An approaching front is defined as a Pacific Northern if the sea
level pressure at SHIP PAPA (e7P) exceeds the GTF·sea-level pressure.
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Ill. ANALYSIS

The graphical representation presented several possible combinations
of indicators that could be used in a probability scheme. Four
parameters were chosen which were known to be individually strong
indicators of measurable precipitation at Great Falls.

The first parameter was the difference between sea-level pressures at
ZU and BOI. This difference reflects upslope conditions along the lee
slopes of the Rockies when ZU sea-level pressure is greater than that of
BOI and downslope when the BOI-sea level pressure is higher. This
difference is defined as positive when ZU-BOI 7 O. The BOI sea-level
pressure was used instead of the GTF sea-level pressure since a strong
basin high-pressure area, usually centered near BOI, can offset pressure
rises along the lee slopes of the Canadian Rockies. For example, ZU
sea-level pressure may exceed the GTF value, however, BOI sea-level
pressure may exceed ·both the GTF and ZU values inhibiting upslope
development along the lee slopes in Montana. The more positive the ZU
BOI difference becomes, the greater upslope development is expected
along the east slopes of the Rockies in southern Alberta and J10ntana.
Conversely, increasingly negative values of this difference indicate
strengthening downslope conditions in this region. Considering all
cases in this study, the ZU-BOI difference was greater than zero 143
times and 62 cases of measurable precipitation (.01 of an inch or more)
occurred in the following 12-hour period. This parameter alone, then,
gives a 43% probability.

The remaining three parameters involved the GTF SOO-mb contour
latitude crossing at 120°", 130°,1, and 145°11 longitude. As stated
earlier, increasing latitude of the contour crossing at 130°" and 145°"
are indicative of ridge development in the Gulf of Alaska. This is a
necessary but not a sufficient prerequisite for expecting the lee side
trough in Alberta to fill. Conversely, lowering values of these
crossings correlate with lee trough development or enhancement east of
the Rockies.

Table 1 illustrates the predictive qualities of these two parameters
for measurable precipitation. Note, when the contour crosses 14SoU at
or above 6S oN, the probability of precipitation for the following 12
hour period is 66%. As the contour crossings are divided into 5°
latitudinal increments, the probabilities decrease dramatically as the
contour crossing value decreases. Table 1 also gives the same breakdown
for 130°" meridian crossings. The values are very nearly the same. In
Table 2, a comparison, of the three contour-crossing values is given for
the 95 measurable precipitation cases only. This table emphasizes the
importance of SOO-mb ridging near 145°11 for precipitation events in
Great Falls. In 60% of the measurable precipitation cases, the 145°"
contour crossing equaled or exceeded the values at 1200 Vl and 130°\1. The
1200W meridian has not been analyzed in as much detail as the other two
meridians because of its proximity to GTF, which would diminish its
predictive quality. Instead, the contour crossing value at 120°11 is
utilized as a standard to measure the amplitudes of the 130°\1 and 145°11

-3-



contour values, as will be discussed later.
therefore, the values of the 1300w and 1450w
as the second and third parameters.

Based on Table 1,
contour crossings are used

The final parameter involved the difference between the 1450W or
130°>1 contour crossing values and the 120°\1 value. This difference is
defined as positive when the 1450W/130°>l values exceed the 120°>1 value.
The higher of the latitude crossing values at the 145°\1 and 130°>1
meridians is used and this difference comprises the fourth parameter.
This difference measures the amplitude of the 500-mb wavelength upstream
from GTF. For example, a large positive value of the (145°>1/130°>1
1200\!l difference would indicate a high amplitude ridge in the Gulf of
Alaska and a trough in the western United States. The magnitude of this
amplitude is a measure of upslope intensity. Large positive differences
can also be attained when a sharp short-wave 500-mb trough tracks into
the Pacific Northwest. In this sense, the difference can also be
thought of as a measure of curvature or vorticity advection into
Hontana. Either of these situations is conducive to upslope
development. Of the 551 cases in this study, the (145°>l/1300\1-1200m
difference was greater than zero 264 times. Of these 264 cases, 85
involved measurable precipitation for a 32% probability in a 12-hour
period. With the strength of the 4 parameters now established on an
individual basis, a combination of these predictors into a single
probability forecast value seemed appropriate.

The successive graphical regression method shown by Panofsky (1965)
was first employed to determine how much variance could be reduced by
combining the parameters. First, the 500-mb latitudinal crossing, in
degrees, of the GTF contour at 145°>1 was plotted against the crossing at
130°>1 (Figure 2). Of course, the linear relationship between these two
parameters is necessarily strong, as shown by the best-fit line. This
graph was accomplished, however, to obtain isopleths of probabilities as
shown.

In the second graph shown in Figure 3, the (ZU-BOI) sea-level
pressure difference was plotted against the greater of the (145°\1/130°>1
120°\1) contour differences. The scatter about the best-fit curve was
greater; however, measurable probability categories were easily
delineated. The best probability of measurable precipitation occurred
in the quadrant where both values were positive, while the lowest
probability centered in the negative quadrant. Next a third graph was
constructed as shown in Figure 4 using the probability categories from
Figure 3 as the ordinates and those from Figure 2 as the abscissa.
Again, the cases were plotted and values isoplethed, resulting in 5
well-defined probability categories. This method graphically reduced
the variance of the probability forecast.

In practice, the use of three graphs is often cumbersome; therefore,
a mathematical expression is more desirable. A linear regression
equation program was available on the Statistical Programs cassette of
the Wang Computer. This equation had the form,

-4-
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Since only three independent variables were allowed, one of the four
forecast parameters had to be eliminated or two had to be combined.
From the above discussion and Figure 2, it is evident that the 500-mb
crossing. value, in degrees latitude, at 1300 wand 1450w correlated quite
well. Therefore, in each case, these two parameters were added to form
a single variable. Y is the dichotomous dependent variable having the
value 1.0 for measurable precipitation and 0.0 for trace or none.
Substitution of these variables into the program yie+ded the following
equation:

where
Y = .01251Xl + .00132X2 + .02361X3

(ZU-BOI) sea-level pressure in millibars

The sum, in degrees latitude, of the GTF
500-rob contour crossing at 145°11 and 1300 w
(Ex., 50° + 45° = 95°)

= The difference of the 1200 1/ GTF 500-mb contour
crossing value, in degrees latitude, from the
value at 130°1/ or 14Sol/. The larger of the
two values at 145°1/ and 130°1/ is used.

The magnitudes of Xl and X3 are 101 while the magnitude of X2 is 102 •
Therefore, each of the three terms in the equation has a magnitude of

C-~ approximately 10-1

The dependent variable, Y (probability) was then plotted onto a
histogram in order to determine appropriate class intervals of
probability. This procedure revealed six well-defined probability
classes, as shown in Figure 5, ranging from 2% to 85%. Class sizes and
intervals were not uniform due to the strong bias in the sample towards
no precipitation. Also, shown in Figure 5 are the occurrences of trace
events and the probabilities of a trace or more precipitation in each
class interval. Over a third of all precipitation events in this study
involved a trace.

C)

The classes in Figure S were then rounded down to the nearest 10%
which yielded six probability categories of 2%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60% and
80%. These values and their limits were incorporated into a computer
pro§ram. By inputtin§ the BOI and ZU sea-level pressures and the
120 W, 130°1/, and 14S II GTF SOO-mb contour crossings, the appropriate
probabilities of measurable and trace or more precipitation during the
following 12-hour period are printed out. By using the LFM or FE upper
air and surface progs, four 12-hour probabilities of precipitation can
be obtained. Actual data are used for the 1st 12-hour forecast. In
some cases, mixing of the data from the progs yields a better solution.
The LFM surface progs frequently forecast too much of a downslope
gradient from southern Alberta into Montana east of the Rockies. If
this error is large, it can offset the upper-air parameters and low
probabilities of precipitation result. The speed and height changes of
the LFM upper-air progs, however, are generally preferred over the FE.
Therefore, in some cases, the use of the LFM upper-air data mixed with
the FE surface progs yields a desirable compromise.
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IV. COMPARISON OF MOS AND DERIVED EQUATION

The Model Output Statistics PoPs were compared against the equation
derived PoPs during the period 3-11 January 1977. The lo~g-wave pattern
consisted of a SOO-mb ridge near 1400 W and a trough over the eastern
United States. Short-wave troughs tracked down the east side of the
ridge across Montana into the long-wave trough resulting in several
periods of precipitation at Great Falls. In Table 3 is a comparison of
17 consecutive 12-hour periods, for which data were available. In this
example, actual data were substituted into the derived equation to
determine PoPs. During this period, the equation PoPs faired quite
well, scoring a 37% improvement over MOS, based on the Brier Score. In
Table 4, a similar comparison is shown during a dry period from 22-31
October 1977. Again, actual data were substituted into the derived
equation to determine the PoPs. In 20 consecutive 12-hour periods,
improvement over MOS- Pops was 86%.

Shown in Table 5 is a comparison of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd period MOS
and the derived-equation forecasts during a 12-day period in December
1977. In this example, the derived-equation probabilities are obtained
from the 12-, 24- and 36-hour LFM surface and upper-air progs, rather
than from the actual observations. The derived equation PoPs displayed
an improvement over MOS PoPs of 9.3% in the 1st period, 7.6% in the
second and 18.4% in the 3rd. Overall, the improvement over MOS was
11.6%. Using the LFM progs as input into the derived equation is a more (~

realistic approach to the use of this product in operational
forecasting. This approach, however, assumes a perfect prog, which
isn't always the case. Therefore, the results are not only a measure of
the derived equation's accuracy, but also of the prog itself.

V. CONCLUSION

The predictive characteristics of the four parameters analyzed in
this study have been qualitatively known to Great Falls IISFO forecasters
for many years. This study attempted to combine and quantify these
predictors into a useful single forecast tool. An advantage of the
derived probability equation is its flexibility. Data can be entered
into the program from either the LFM or PE surface and upper-air progs,
from actual observations or data can be mixed from the progs.

The derived probability equation also serves as an objective
comparison to the MOS probability values. The probability equation
obtained in this study is, of course, biased towards ridge development
in the Gulf of Alaska and upslope flow east of the Rockies when
measurable precipitation is expected. The MOS equations contain more
parameters, however, and will likely yield better results in some cases,
such as warm-air advection precipitation. Nevertheless, as shown in
Table 3, during classical winter-type precipitation patterns, the
derived probability equation can be expected to give quite good results.
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,J~'m~)lY 1977 12 HR ?RECIP :103 P'"'lJ -'ED
D'TE!nME ?OLT,Wnn POP S\,WTTCN

n'.TE/TTHF: ?np
(in. ) (%) ('1, )

03/OOZ TR~CE 10 )1'1

03/12Z ,12 30 Po

oh/ooz ,16 70 Fn

Oh/l2Z ,n7 70 P0

oc;/noz ,03 30 ho

O'O/12Z .no 20 20

06/00Z .'1n c; In

"6/1-22 ,16 " 2

07/"n~ .no 20 10

07/12Z ,n7 20 60

nB/ooz ,n1 20 PO.

o81l2Z ,),R~CE 30 20

09/00Z '1'R~CE 10 20

ng/12Z ,n1 20 )10 .

10/002 ,no 10 ho

10/12Z ,13 20 b!

11/mz ,n)1 20 20

Table 3. A comparison of MOS and derived-equation first-period
probabi I ities, 3-11 January 1977.
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OCTrBl'7' 1977 12 HR PRECTP MOS PC'p DERIVSD
F01LO',:rEG W)iW'TON

DATE/TTi1E D~TE/Tn1E PO?
(in. ) ('1, ) (% )

22/n02 0 5 10

22/12<: 0 C; 2

23/n02 n 20 2

23/122 0 30 2

24/002 0 20 2

24/122 0 0 2

25/n02 0 n 2

2<;/122 0 n 2

26/002 TRACE 60 2

26/122 TRACE 30 2

27/n02 n 5 2

27/122 n n 2

211/002 n n 10

211/122 0 0 20

29/002 0 n 10

29/122 n 20 2

30/0DZ n 20 10
-------

30/122 n 20 10

31/002 0 2 10

31/122 n 0 2

Table 4. A comparison of MOS and derived-equation first-period
probabi I ities during a relatively dry period in October 1977.
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DEC 12 HR PROB.~BILITIES OF PR":CIPIT ~TION

1977 PR:SCIP 1st Period 2nd Period 3rd Period

~.FTFR

DATFjTIME DATE/TIME DERIV. MOS DERIV. r'10S DERrr. HOS
(in. ) f~) ~n r~l(1: ) (,r (<1,) ('1 )

3/00Z 0 2 60 10 ho 20 1Jo
3/12Z 0 10 ho 2 30 2 30
4/m? TRto.C~ 20 30 20 40 10 30

h/12Z .06 ho C;o 20 40 60 10

c;/noz .03 80 70 ho ho M 20
5/12Z 0 80 20. Po 30 60 20
6/00z .03 80 20 RO 30 80 30

6/122 .11 5'0 40 Ro 60 60 So
7/noz •nS ho So 110 40 60 r:;o

7/122 .01 ho c;C1 40 30 1'0 30

P/C10Z TRACE Po 60 60 40 60 30
8/122 0 Po 50 80 60 60 30

9/00Z .01 Po 30 Ao 40 RO 20

9/127- .01 60 20 Ro 30 Ro 50

10/00Z TRI\C:S 40 20 60 30 Po 30
10/12Z 0 10 30 10 20 60 ho
l1/nO? 0 2 0 2 c; 2 20
11/12Z 0 2 0 2 0 2 0

12/0nZ n 2 2 2 n 2 10
12/122 0 2 10 10 30 2 ')

13/00Z n 10 2 2 C; 2 21)

13/12Z 0 2 10 In 10 2 10
Ih/C1oZ .Cll 2 r:; 2 r:; 2 2C1
IV12Z TR~C1'; 2 C; 2 2n 2 10

Table 5. A comparison of MOS and derived equation 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
12-hour period probabi I ities during a period in December 1977. The
data for the derived-equation probabil ities were extracted from the
12-, 24-, and 36-hour LFM surface and upper progs.
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